Hill 120 Machines Logins

4 Hours (03.03.16 0:22 - 03.03.16 4:22)

Datasource User Count

Current User Count

- **adapter.cs.rutgers.edu**: 4 Last, 6 Max, 4 Average
- **builder.cs.rutgers.edu**: 0 Last, 1 Max, 1 Average
- **command.cs.rutgers.edu**: 0 Last, 0 Max, 0 Average
- **composites.cs.rutgers.edu**: 3 Last, 3 Max, 3 Average
- **decorator.cs.rutgers.edu**: 0 Last, 0 Max, 0 Average
- **design.cs.rutgers.edu**: 2 Last, 2 Max, 2 Average
- **facade.cs.rutgers.edu**: 1 Last, 1 Max, 1 Average
- **factory.cs.rutgers.edu**: 3 Last, 3 Max, 3 Average
- **flyweight.cs.rutgers.edu**: 0 Last, 5 Max, 1 Average
- **interpreter.cs.rutgers.edu**: 0 Last, 0 Max, 0 Average
- **mediator.cs.rutgers.edu**: 0 Last, 0 Max, 0 Average
- **null.cs.rutgers.edu**: 13 Last, 16 Max, 15 Average
- **patterns.cs.rutgers.edu**: 1 Last, 1 Max, 1 Average
- **prototype.cs.rutgers.edu**: 0 Last, 6 Max, 0 Average
- **singleton.cs.rutgers.edu**: 0 Last, 6 Max, 0 Average
- **specification.cs.rutgers.edu**: 0 Last, 0 Max, 0 Average
- **state.cs.rutgers.edu**: 0 Last, 0 Max, 0 Average
- **strategy.cs.rutgers.edu**: 1 Last, 2 Max, 1 Average
- **template.cs.rutgers.edu**: 0 Last, 0 Max, 0 Average
- **utility.cs.rutgers.edu**: 1 Last, 1 Max, 1 Average
- **visitor.cs.rutgers.edu**: 3 Last, 3 Max, 1 Average